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We exhibit exact solutions of (positive) matter coupled to original “wrong G-sign” cosmological TMG.
They all evolve to conical singularity, rather than to black hole – here negative mass – BTZ. This pro-
vides evidence that the latter constitute a separate “superselection” sector, one that unlike in GR, is not
reachable by physical sources.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
Topologically massive gravity’s [1] cosmological, AdS, version
(CTMG) [2] has recently become extremely popular, particularly in
connection with its boundary excitations at the “chiral point” –
where the dimensionless product of its mass parameter μ in (1)
times the cosmological length  ≡ (−Λ)−1/2 is unity [3]. Central
in these discussions is the gravitational constant’s sign: On the one
hand, in the original TMG, that sign must be “wrong” – opposite to
that of G in D = 4 GR – in order that TMG’s bulk excitations have
positive energy [1]. On the other, at the chiral point, these modes
coexist [4,5] with surface excitations that seem to require [3] the
“right” sign of G to avoid instability, as do the central charges of
the dual CFT [3,6]. The same sign conﬂict affects the black hole
(BH) BTZ [7] of cosmological, (AdS), GR [8], whose solutions au-
tomatically also satisfy (either G-sign) CTMG. But for our wrong
sign, the BH becomes a negative energy state, potentially upsetting
the model’s stability. At least this, BTZ, part of the sign dilemma
can be dehorned if, as conjectured in [4], the BH BTZ lies in a dif-
ferent super-selection sector from normal, positive, matter coupled
to wrong sign CTMG: if it cannot be reached physically by time-
evolution of these systems, BTZ poses no stability risk.
The above somewhat involved introduction explains the present
work’s motivation: we will exhibit examples of just this super-
selection mechanism, namely exact solutions of full wrong sign
CTMG whose physical, positive, matter distribution’s endpoints are
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While examples can of course only provide evidence for, rather
than prove, super-selection, the present favorable evidence is reas-
suring.
Since bounded exact solutions of even the original (Λ = 0)
source-free TMG have never previously been found, it may seem
miraculous that any can be produced in this more complicated
sector. The miracle hinges on an a priori surprising general theorem
originally found for source-free TMG [9], extended to allow sources
[10], stating that circularly symmetric, null, Tμμ = 0, matter+CTMG
reduces to cosmological D = 3 GR. This result enables us to study
the much simpler GR system, for which null solutions with the
usual “right” G sign are known. Indeed we will simply ﬂip their
sign, or equivalently that of Tμν to obtain ours. This will convert
those spaces’ original BH BTZ end-state to its conical singularity
branch, which in turn means that these collapsing matter systems
lie in a different super-selection sector from BH BTZ.1
2. CTMG and its sources
We begin with a lightning review of CTMG and of the “decou-
pling” theorem for circular symmetry that makes explicit solutions
possible. Its gravitational part is the sum of the (AdS) Einstein and
Cotton tensors,
1 A related result, from the other end, states that BTZ is stable under small per-
turbations [11], so it does not spontaneously decay into states with matter to spoil
super-selection.
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Gμν + Λgμν]+ 1/(μ√−g )μαβDα(Rνβ − 1/4δνβ R)= GTμν.
(1)
The density μαβ is of course 0i j ; but for circular symmetry there
can be no 0i j in any of the other, “even”, terms: hence the Cotton
tensor must vanish by itself, leaving pure GR coupled to mat-
ter. However, because Cotton is the conformal curvature tensor in
D = 3, its vanishing must still be taken into account: it requires
that space–time be conformally ﬂat, imposing the condition on the
GR sector that the source’s Tμμ vanish – matter must be null. This
deﬁnes the arena of our D = 3 systems: null circularly symmetric
matter coupled to AdS (Λ < 0) GR. Fortunately, there exist sev-
eral exact “right” sign G solutions of just this type; the (trivial to
execute) effect of ﬂipping G there changes the endpoint of their
evolution from black hole, to conically singular BTZ: For these sys-
tems then, BTZ lies in a separate “super-selection” sector, as we
will show.
We will consider several different matter sources, noting
how their G-ﬂipped versions evolve to singular BTZ. [Inciden-
tally, since there are no gravitational forces in D = 3, there is
no “braking” of the matter infall process when G ﬂips.] Our
ﬁrst example is a null source generating the (D = 3) Vaidya
metric [12]; it will then be extended to other null systems
[13]. We also treat the (D = 3 version of an originally D = 4)
null infalling circular mass distribution [14], and brieﬂy men-
tion some non-null solutions [15] that indirectly buttress our
case.
3. Explicit solutions
Our ﬁrst example is the D = 3 AdS GR version of the Vaidya
metric,
ds2 = − f (r, v)dv2 + 2dr dv + r2 dθ2 (2)
where v is advanced time and the stress tensor’s only non-
vanishing component is
Tvv = ρ(v)/4πr, Tμμ = 0. (3)
This metric is determined by ρ according to:
f (r, v) = −2r2 − g(v), g(v) ≡
v∫
ρ(v)dv. (4)
For zero source, g(v) is just an integration constant M (of ei-
ther sign!), namely the BTZ solution. Being the integral of Gρ (G is
of course implicit in Tvv ), g(v) becomes negative for our ﬂipped G ,
since we keep ρ > 0: by (4), this manifestly evolves to M < 0,
singular, BTZ. For non-zero ρ , as discussed in [12], there is an
apparent horizon determined by g(v = ∞); if its radius R is not
positive, then there is no horizon. But since g(v) is the integral
of ρ , it is negative for our ﬂipped G (there is of course an implicit
G in Tvv ), and we are indeed on the negative M singular branch
of BTZ, as claimed. [We emphasize that the parameter M in BTZ
corresponds to physical mass −M in wrong sign G , but that the
metric’s BH/singular nature is still decided by the positive/negative
sign of its M parameter.]
The Vaidya metric is actually the special case k = 1 of a whole
class [13] of null ﬂuid systems deﬁned by the pressure/density
ratio, P/ρ = k. Another soluble value considered there is the pres-
sureless one with k = 0. There is also no apparent horizon R there
for wrong sign G; we merely quote the value
R = 2B ±
√
4B2 − 2(1− 2A) (5)where (A, B) are, here negative, matter-related constants, so R < 0:
no horizon. Generic k values lead to higher polynomial equations
for R , but there is no indication that a horizon can ever appear
there either.
A different example, adapted from the D = 4 model of [14], is
a null matter delta-function circular ring of surface density μ, the
coeﬃcient of δ(r)/r. It separates the exterior (+) and interior (−)
regions of the metric
ds2 = − f± dt2 + f −1± dr2 + r2 dθ2 (6)
where f± = A± + (r/)2, and (A+, A−) = (−M,0) are respectively
massive/massless BTZ. Matching across the shell’s curvature dis-
continuity relates μ and M , according to (in units of G)
16πμ = A− − A+ = M (7)
and as expected, the sign of M mirrors that of μ: once again,
“wrong G” means once again singular BTZ endpoint M < 0.
Our conclusions regarding infall to the singular branch of BTZ
are of course not conﬁned to null sources of “wrong sign” AdS GR –
more generally, non-null positive source solutions exhibit similar
evolution to negative mass BTZ, as can be seen, for example, upon
changing G ’s sign in various models given in [15]. One explicit case
there illustrates the outcome: the BTZ mass parameter M of a col-
lapsing dust cloud is
M = AGρ − 1 (8)
where A is a positive constant, ρ the (positive) density and our G
is negative; hence evolution is again to the singular BTZ endpoint
here.
4. Discussion
Solving CTMG’s otherwise intractable ﬁeld equations to ana-
lyze BTZ’s interactions with matter required using highly sym-
metric sources. The resulting narrower class of solutions’ evo-
lution to singular BTZ can only constitute encouraging indi-
cation, rather than proof, that BTZ lies in a separate super-
selection sector. Should these indications prove correct, they
will have removed one important aspect of the CTMG sign
dilemma.
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